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The aim of this summary is to explore research conducted on spatiotemporal patterns of LD.

Since recognized by CDC in 1990 as a nationally notifiable infectious condition, the rise of reported human LD 
cases every year argues for a better understanding of its geographic scope. The increased incidence of reported 
Lyme disease likely is due to improved awareness and recognition of the disease, as well as to an actual 
increase in incidence and geographic spread. 

-In the United States most cases of LD 
occur in coastal and riparian regions of 
southern New England, southeastern 
New York, New Jersey, eastern 
Pennsylvania, eastern Maryland, 
Delaware, and parts of Minnesota and 
Wisconsin [5]. 

The incidence in the ten northeastern 
states with the highest numbers of 
cases averaged 302 cases per 100,000 
persons between years of 1991 and 
2006 [20]. 



LD has extended to many countries around the world beyond the endemic foci.

Cases have been reported in over 60 countries and endemic foci in North America,

Europe, and Asia [24].

In Europe, most cases occur in the 
Scandinavian countries and in central 
and eastern Europe
Europe (80/100,000)
Slovenia (155/100,000), 

France (20 /100,000) 
UK (0.7/100,000) 

Canada (1.0 /100,000)
Canada (from 144 cases in 2009 to 
338 reported cases in 2012)
Endemic LD occurs in British Columbia and
in the eastern and central Canadian 
provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, 
Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba
where it is continuing to emerge [21].



LD could involve the same agent Borrelia burgdorferi but different vectors and hosts in different regions in the 
United States. Studying the ecology of the disease [2] is very important because there are regional variations in 
the disease cycle. Identifying the individual drivers in different locations might aid in implementing vector and 
reservoir targeted interventions as well as prevention and control recommendations.

-In the northeastern United States, the white–footed mouse is the primary 
wildlife reservoir host responsible for infecting ticks (Ixodes scapularis), also   
known as the deer tick [16]. 

-Some infections that occur in the 
northern California and the upper 
Pacific Northwest are transmitted by 
Ixodes pacificus, the western 
black-legged tick, and the main 
reservoir host is the dusky footed wood 
rat.



In the United States, the proportion of ticks infected with Borrelia burgdorferi varies greatly 
both by geographic area and by the stage of the tick in its three-stage life cycle (larva, 
nymph and adult). 

Vector establishment is an important factor for vector surveillance. 
One stage of the tick found at one site could indicate recent 
introduction or poor micro-environment. Finding all three stages of 
the tick could indicate a population has been established [39]. 

Assessing potential non-endemic areas with the necessary 
combination of environmental factors for established populations is a 
novel approach. 

GIS-based environmental models are based on the hypothesis that 
tick abundance is an indicator of the suitability of environmental 
conditions for reproduction and survival. 

Question: What contributes to tick presence, survival and 
dispersion? 



After molting into a nymph, 

they take a second blood meal 

the following year, during 

which they can transmit infection 

[17]. 

Newly hatched larval ticks take a 

blood meal during the summer of the

first year, during which they can acquire

infection

Adult ticks can also transmit 

LD bacteria, but they are much larger 

and may be more likely to be discovered 

and removed before they have had time to transmit the bacteria. 

Adult Ixodes ticks are most active during the cooler months of

the year [19].



Most humans are infected through the 

bites of nymphs. 

Humans acquire the disease mainly during 

the months of May-July after contact with 

the vector during outdoor activities in tick 

habitat, which is characterized by close-

canopy deciduous and mixed forest [5]. 

In endemic areas, persons who have either 
occupational or recreational exposure to 
tick-infested woodlands or fields are at 
increased risk of LD, while there is also 
substantial risk on the lawns of suburban 
homes that border wooded areas [18]. 



Case definition • In 1990, CDC recognized LD as a nationally 
notifiable disease and developed a national 
case definition [25].

• A case is confirmed if the person has the skin 
lesion erythema migrans or if at least one late 
manifestation of disease is present and the 
case is laboratory-confirmed. 

• Laboratory confirmation is recommended for 
persons with no known exposure. Because of 
the nonspecific nature of many clinical 
manifestations, laboratory (serologic) testing 
is essential. 

• Exposure is defined as having been in a 
county where LD is endemic within 30 days 
before the onset of erythema migrans [26]. 



Role of geography in case definition

• Targeted surveillance for ticks and the infectious agent is needed to identify endemic locations as this 
knowledge is important in case definition, and assisting clinical diagnosis.

• Epidemiologic findings about the likelihood of exposure to infected ticks inform the serologic testing. The 
results of laboratory tests, along with acceptable specificity and sensitivity of the tests, provide supportive 
evidence of infection. 

• The geographic standard by which the disease is endemic to a county is determined by at least two confirmed 
cases that have been previously acquired, or established populations of a known tick vector that are infected 
with Borrelia burgdorferi.

• This geographic standard could be problematic for some regions where erythema migrans and other LD 
symptoms have been observed in patients who live in areas where there is lack of definitive evidence of 
transmission to humans [27].

• Case definitions change over time and updated to assist clinicians in the accurate diagnosis of LD. Variation in 
case definition by country could make it difficult to compare the number of cases in different countries and 
regions of the world. LD in Europe and in North America (U.S. and Canada) are similar in clinical features but 
differ due to the variety of genospecies that cause the disease in Europe (Borrelia afzelii, Borrelia garinii and 
Borrelia spielmanii).



Role of GIS and spatial analysis
• Understanding Lyme disease starts with identifying its spatial determinants.

• Study the associations between LD risk variables (e.g., vector, pathogen, and host abundance and 
distribution) and environmental variables (climatic and land cover) using the spatial analysis capabilities of 
the GIS. 

• Ticks’ dependence on certain environmental factors (i.e., climatic factors) are experimentally-verified 
through a priori approach. In places where field data are not available, tick distribution is predicted based 
on a priori information about tick species ecology. RS/GIS are powerful tools for enabling the prediction of 
LD risk. Remotely sensed measurements from satellites can provide large scale data with good spatial and 
temporal resolution, but they require validation on the ground. 

• GPS based field data are integrated  into GIS-based density mapping and predictive models. 

• Predictive maps of tick distributions are also produced by ad hoc statistical models (e.g., regression, 
discriminant analysis, etc.), based on GIS-based data reflecting the relationship between occurrence and a 
number of spatial covariates (i.e., vegetation, climatic, geological, and hydrological, soil types, host 
population covariates). 



Spatial scale of the studies matter in facilitating characterization of the 
landscape in terms of vector and pathogen prevalence. 

• Spatial models that use coarse scales and general climate and vegetation indexes fail 
to capture the complex relationship between tick activity and its field environment 
[75]. Ground-verifying ecologic studies and acarological follow-up studies are crucial 
for effective control measures.

• Studies first model the host/vector behavior in relation to environmental and climatic 
conditions and project/predict potential tick distributions under current climatic 
conditions. Then, the accuracy of GIS/RS-based modeling are validated with field–
derived data models [49–51]. 

• Field data are usually collected over small areas; it is difficult to scale up these 
observations to longer time periods or larger spatial scales. Because ticks have 
limited mobility, their reservoir host range is an important spatial determinant. Long 
term field monitoring of the host-seeking ticks in the host range help define 
landscape predictors of LD risk. 



Pepin et al. should be complemented on conducting a large scale study including 36 eastern states in 
the United States [5]. Pepin et al. found that the relationship of daily nymphal densities and human 
incidence was strongest in high-prevalence areas, and varied by region and state due to the 
distribution of Borrelia burgdorferi and their reservoir hosts’ habitat and climate references (5). 

They compared model-based predictions of indices with 
raw density indices. The estimated tick density indices 
explained the variation of incidence better than the raw 
data because they account for effects of other factors 
such as landscape fragmentations, spatial 
autocorrelation and weather that play key roles on tick 
and pathogen distributions. 

Their findings verify that modeling risk based on habitat 
alone without follow up data on the distribution of 
human cases and vectors could be misleading. The 
adequacy of the environmental indices has to be tested 
by comparing the geographic distribution of risk areas 
with both the distribution of vectors or human cases, 
and preferably both.



Temporal scale-Long term monitoring studies 

• Temporal dynamics of reservoir host’s food and shelter conditions play a key role in tick 
distribution. 

• Ostfeld et al. researched the times of highest entomological risk for LD. They found the 
strongest predictors of the risk for LD was based upon the abundance of mice and 
chipmunks in the previous year, and the abundance of acorns from the previous 2 years. 

• They concluded that prior abundance of key hosts for the immature stages of the tick 
vector and existence of critical food resources for those hosts determine the inter-annual 
variation in entomological risk of exposure to LD [49]. 

• They tested the significance of ambient growing-season temperature, precipitation, two 
indices of deer (Odocoileus virginianus) abundance, and densities of white-footed mice 
(Peromyscus leucopus), eastern chipmunks (Tamias striatus), and acorns (Quercus spp.), 
in predicting LD risk. 

• Their data were derived from 13 years of evaluation of several field plots within eastern 
deciduous forests of New York State in the epicenter of U.S. LD.



Climate change

• Climate change can directly affect LD transmission by affecting ticks’ geographic range, increasing 
rates of reproduction, affecting biting behavior, and shortening incubation periods of the 
pathogen. 

• These hypothesized effects have been tested by a number of studies that examined climate 
change through climate change models, remotely sensed data and GIS. 

• Ogden et al. [1] developed risk maps for the occurrence of the LD vector I. scapularis in Canada 
under current and projected climate [1].

• Risk maps were validated with field studies under current climate conditions. An index of certainty 
of ticks was determined for each field site. Their novel approach using information on the biology 
of vector survival and dispersion helps assess the spatial and temporal risks for vector borne 
diseases that are not currently endemic but may become so due to climate change.

• Barrios et al. found the vegetation and moisture related events spanning periods of 2 or more 
years were influential in shaping the temporal LD incidence. A reduction of LD incidence was 
noticed in southern Belgium as a consequence of the 2003 drought.



Findings

• Specifically, the distribution of B. Burgdorferi genotypes, the density 
of infected nymphs [5] and the presence of forests [56] were found to 
be consistently associated with increased LD risk and incidence.

-Land use

• Heterogeneous landscapes with fragmented land use mixing forests 
and houses are associated with higher risk and incidence than other 
landscapes [56]. 

• Some forests exhibit higher LD risk and incidence than others. For 
example, tick presence is positively associated with deciduous, dry to 
mesic forests. Contrary, tick absence associated with grasslands, 
conifer forests, wet/wet mesic forests [40].



-Land Use
• Exposure to deer ticks and LD risk occurs mostly in the peri-domestic (peri-

urban) environment [40].
• In Eastern Europe, countries (i.e., Czech Republic) with political and economic 

transformations had LD risk in peri-residential areas by the vicinity of newly 
constructed homes [56].

• In parts of Europe (i.e., Germany), urban counties with forested areas and 
public parks exhibited highest incidence. 

• In the United States, human incidence is higher in low—than in medium—
density residential developments [2]. LD expands towards south and west 
along eastern coast of the U.S. There is a clustered pattern of LD incidence 
along coastal plain of the Chesapeake Bay. Rural landscapes are associated 
with higher incidence [52]. Areas with education and surveillance needs are 
the ones with the highest LD risk [48].

Findings



-Soils
• Alfisol types of soils (semi-arid to humid areas, typically under a hardwood 

forest cover) with loam-sand texture had a positive correlation with tick 
presence. 

• Tick absence was associated with acidic soils of low fertility and a clay soil 
texture [40].

-Seasonal variations
• A shift is observed from peak nymphal densities occurring in oak 

woodlands in spring to redwood habitats in summer in California [51].

• LD Risk is associated with prior year’s abundance of mice and chipmunks 
and acorns in eastern United States [49].

Findings



-Climate and weather events
• Lagged climatic effects, vegetation and moisture related events spanning 

periods of 2 or more years had an impact on LD risk [62]. 
• Local characteristics of vegetative systems such as vegetation greenness and 

moisture, frequent weather anomalies, seasonally variable temperature 
conditions (Growing Degree Days; Annual Degree Days) had an association with 
higher incidence [63].

• Vector populations, ambient temperature, number of nymphal ticks immigrating 
on migratory birds and forest habitat cover are associated with higher incidence 
in Canada [1].

• Warming climate trends affect ticks’ geographic range and increasing rates of 
reproduction [66].

• The timing of nymphal host seeking is correlated with ambient temperatures 
and humidity. Warmer weather encourages outdoor activities and, therefore, 
the chance of encounters between infected ticks and humans increases.

Findings



-Population genetic analysis

• Eastern-most tick populations showed demographic expansion but 
not spatial expansion in contrary to central and western tick 
populations. This could be due to drops from migratory birds or 
imported from deer at nearby coastal locations. 

• Inability of detecting differences in genetic diversity among sites 
could suggest that ticks may not be dispersal-limited. There is 
potential for differences in host preference and questing behavior 
among different I. scapularis populations in Virginia. 

Findings



-Reservoir Hosts

• The times of highest entomologic risk determine when best to do vector surveillance. 
Though factors affecting the entomological risk are location dependent. Local weather 
patterns (e.g., temperature, humidity) are influential for tick survival. 

• Potential reservoir-hosts for the North American LD system are rodents (e.g., white-
footed mice, eastern chipmunks) and their abundance are strongly affected by their 
habitat variables including abundant food, forest cover and nesting site conditions. 
These factors affect the reservoir host-tick-human interaction and consequently cause a 
great deal of variation in the distribution of LD within endemic zones.

• Host-pathogen relationship is an important relationship to study in LD epidemiology 
because LD could involve the same agent but different ticks and hosts in different 
regions. This could lead to regional variations in the LD transmission cycle. LD cycle 
could be maintained in wildlife but might not transmit to humans because of the biting 
preference of certain ticks. 

Findings



-Vaccine deployment
Reservoir-targeted vaccine development appears effective in preventing tick 
transmission [72]. Sustained deployment of vaccines can decrease risk 
exposure to LD to all potential reservoir species over time. Implementation 
of a long-term vaccine development as a public health measure could 
substantially reduce the risk of human exposure to Lyme disease [17].

Findings



Potential issues and limitations of spatial analysis on Lyme disease

• Cases are reported on the basis of the patient’s residence rather than on the location 
in which the exposure occurred. Spatio-temporal component could provide 
misleading results because of the movement of the population between the time of 
infection and the onset of symptoms [73]. 

• Inconsistent methods of tracking human cases (e.g., as case numbers rather than 
incidence or incidence rates) and incomplete disease reporting of confirmed cases 
could result in fluctuations in case counts and reported rates. 

• Over-reporting in non-endemic areas and under-reporting in endemic areas could 
cause spatially biased results [74]. 

• National, provincial, and municipal boundaries are used for counts of human cases as 
part of notifiable disease surveillance systems for mapping human incidence data. 
These administrative boundaries are arbitrary boundaries that do not coincide with 
biologic boundaries. 



Potential issues and limitations of spatial analysis on Lyme disease

• One of the drawbacks of researching LD epidemiology is that there 
are still not good baseline data sets available on vector surveillance. 
Ground-verifying field studies are time-consuming and expensive. 
Empirical data on tick density and tick infection rates are difficult to 
collect for large areas. 

• There are very few large scale studies researching the geographical 
variation in the relationship between human case surveillance data 
and tick densities [5]. Region-specific standardized data collection and 
analysis approaches are needed to identify the determinants of 
spatial variation in LD risk and incidence. 



Future research should focus on…

• More standardized data collection and analysis methods are needed given the 
current limitations of data collection and inconsistent tracking methods. 

• Region-specific standardized data collection and analysis approaches are 
needed to identify the determinants of spatial variation in LD risk and 
incidence. 

• Efforts to model climate change with more sophisticated remote sensing data 
to improve our understanding of LD transmission cycles, identify risk areas and 
assess their characteristics. 

• Long-term data collection which provides wide coverage of environmental and 
climatic, biotic and abiotic variables and consequently contribute to the 
progress made in identifying the determinants of spatial variation in LD risk. 

• Temporally dynamic and spatially explicit models are needed to assess the risk 
of exposure to tick-borne pathogens at spatial scales encompassing diverse 
climatologic or ecological conditions.



• We need more multi-resolution analysis and long term monitoring 
studies for possible lagged climatic effects on the geographic 
distribution of vector populations. 

• We need high resolution (finer scale such as Zip Codes) human 
incidence data to help reveal isolated endemic areas. 

• Modeling risk based on habitat alone without follow-up data on the 
distribution of vectors and human cases would not be valid without 
testing the adequacy of these variables. Therefore, robust field 
studies are needed to validate and refine the risk maps. 

Future research should focus on…



• More efficient control measures could be implemented with the aid research outcomes 
from spatial analysis such as 
• habitat modification for ticks (clear trees and brush),
• Chemical control of tick populations (pesticide applications to residential properties), 
• Habitat modification for deer and rodents (keep rodents and deer away from houses and gardens),
• Host management (deer feeding stations equipped with pesticide applicators, baited devices to kill 

ticks on rodents).

• GIS and spatial analysis could take a role in the optimal distribution strategies of the 
vaccines, such as locating bait stations containing a pesticide-delivery system. 

• To reduce vector-tick populations and human-tick encounters, by means of host-targeted 
methods, new GIS-based suitability models should be developed for effective vaccine 
deployment. 

• Future developments will further enhance the novel use of GIS merging data from 
various sources into an end-product tailored specifically to vaccine deployment.

Future research should focus on…



• New prevalence studies should be conducted on newly identified areas of 
endemicity.

• Policies directing public health objectives in minimizing risk from LD could also 
include partnering with the tourism sector in disease surveillance by monitoring 
and reporting field conditions at high risk recreation areas. More inter-sectoral 
initiatives could be established 

Future research should focus on…
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